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Abstract. We present a longitudinal project using action design re-
search, which is a four-year collaboration between two EPFL entities:
The research Laboratory for Systemic Modeling (LAMS) and EPFL’s
IT department, called the VPSI. During that time the VPSI was go-
ing through a transformation into a service-oriented organization. The
research project began as an open-ended modeling of some of the VPSI
processes. It slowly matured into the design and development of a visual-
ization tool we call service cartography. During this research, we learned
that, to successfully apply service-orientation, focusing purely on IT ar-
chitecture and end-customer value is not enough. Attention must be
given to the exchange of internal services between the service organi-
zation members and their alignment with the services expected by the
external stakeholders. In this paper we present the evolution of (1) our
understanding of what services are, and (2) our conceptualization of how
the service cartography facilitates the service-oriented thinking.

Key words: action design research, service-orientation, service cartog-
raphy, SEAM, enterprise architecture

1 Introduction

The IT department of EPFL, called the VPSI for Vice Presidency of Informa-
tion Systems (SI in French), provides IT infrastructure and development services
to the entire EPFL community. Beginning around 2012, the IT department of
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EPFL began to transform from a traditional IT organization, developing ap-
plications and maintaining infrastructure, into a so-called service organization
as envisioned by frameworks such as the Information Technology Infrastructure
Library (ITIL) [1, 2]. An EPFL research laboratory, called LAMS, collaborated
with the VPSI during the transformation project. LAMS specializes in Enter-
prise Architecture research. LAMS provided methodological advice to the VPSI
members while improving its methods and publishing the results [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
The first author began her involvement in this project by attempting to model
business processes that support specific services offered by the VPSI. Gradually
this involvement shifted to the mapping of services and their dependencies in an
interactive tool that is called a service cartography.

Collaborating with the VPSI members, the LAMS researchers became aware
that there is lack of clear guidelines: (1) to manage the internal service exchange
and (2) to align the internal services with the VPSI’s external stakeholders’
expectations. The existing service management frameworks, such as ITIL [1],
convey a clear vision of services, but they only give abstract guidelines concern-
ing the implementation of this vision. For example, ITIL defines peoples’ roles
with different responsibilities in service management, but it does not provide
information on how these roles collaborate, i.e., exchange services. Accordingly,
the researchers learned that to apply service-orientation, focusing purely on IT
architecture and end-customers is not enough.

The concept of a service is not new [8]. In the past two decades, services
have been researched in the domains of service-oriented thinking [9], service-
dominant logic [10], service systems [11], servitization [12], service-oriented ar-
chitecture [13], and others. Most research on services ”focuses on the interaction
between the firm and the customer” [14], but an open question still remains:
How do members of a service organization collaborate in the implementation of
a certain service?

We believe that successful service-orientation is characterized by empowering
employees to collaborate by exchanging services and aligning the results of this
collaboration with the expectations of external stakeholders. Employees’ work
includes responsibilities in a given context, as well as services they use and they
provide to other employees, systems, applications, organizations and end-users.
Our ongoing efforts are towards designing and building a service cartography
tool. It is envisioned that in this tool, the VPSI members will store and visualize
the services exchanged and resources used, and by doing so, they will build a
shared understanding of the internal collaboration.

This project can be categorized as action research because of its duration
(four years) and the active operational role assumed by the researchers [15, 16].
In addition, the research output is a designed artifact, namely the service car-
tography tool, which makes the project compatible with design-science frame-
works [17]. The research method we use is action design research (ADR) [18].

In Section 2 we give details of our research method. We describe the context
of our ADR project, as well as our project iterations in Section 3. In Section 4,
we explain the limitations and challenges researchers face when conducting an
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action-research project of this magnitude. In Section 5 we list the related work,
and in Section 6 we present our conclusions.

2 Research Method

Action Research

We believe that “knowledge is created through transformation of experience” [19].
As experience is gained by doing, we focus more “on what practitioners do,
rather on what they say they do” [16]. The research undertaken in real organi-
zational context, aiming to solve immediate problem situation in collaboration
with practitioners is called action research. As described by Avison et al. in [16].,
“in action research, the researcher wants to try out a theory with practitioners
in real situations, gain feedback from this experience, modify the theory as a
result of this feedback, and try it again.”

Introduced by Kurt Lewin in 1946, action research is social research combin-
ing “generation of theory with changing the social system through the researcher
acting on or in the social system” [20]. Patton [21] has categorized action re-
search as “action-oriented, problem-solving research”, with informal data collec-
tion and research publications different from those in basic and applied research.
For example, there are a few academic publications on our collaboration with
the VPSI [3, 4, 5, 6, 7], whereas we have produced many informal and internally
circulated documents.

Conducting action research in the context of investigating information sys-
tems is not new. For example, Baskerville published a tutorial on an action
research of information systems [22] and Checkland’s soft systems methodol-
ogy [15] is rooted in action research.

By using action research, we extend our knowledge by solving specific prob-
lems that we identify at the VPSI.

Design Research

In his book, “The Sciences of the Artificial” [23], Herbert A. Simon set the
foundations for design methodologies relevant to various disciplines, including
design science in IS. Looking through the design lens, the output of our research,
the service cartography tool, is “a purposeful IT artifact created to address an
important organizational problem” [17]. This puts our research efforts in Hevner
et al.’s framework for IS design-science research.

But Sein et al. [18] point out that “traditional design science does not fully
recognize the role of organizational context in shaping the design, as well as
shaping the deployed artifact”. However, they also mention a few researchers
that have “a view of artifacts as emergent from organizational context”, and they
propose a design research method that does not separate the IT artifacts from
the interaction with the organizational context. Their method is called action
design research (ADR) and we find it best fits our approach for IS research.
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Action Design Research

Action design research is a research method that has four stages (see Fig. 1),
where each stage contains a set of principles. We briefly explain the stages,
without focusing on the principles:

1. Problem Formulation is a stage in which researchers identify, articulate
and scope a problem inspired by practitioners, researchers, end-users, tech-
nologies or prior research.

2. Building, Intervention and Evaluation (BIE) is a stage that is car-
ried out as an iterative process interweaving “the building of an IT artifact,
intervention in the organization and evaluation” [18].

3. Reflection and Learning occurs in parallel with the first two stages: re-
searchers reflect on the problem formulated, and on the theories and tools
chosen to develop a particular solution. The learning from this reflection
leads to a refined problem formulation and solution, as both researchers and
practitioners gain a better understanding of the emerging artifact.

4. Formalization of Learning is the most challenging stage, as the learning
from the ADR project should result with generalized solution concepts for a
class of field problems.

1. Problem Formulation
3. Reflection and 

Learning
2. Building, Intervention, 

and Evaluation

4. Formalization of 
Learning

Fig. 1. Action design research method stages, adapted from [18].

In the following section, we illustrate how we applied ADR in our research project
conducted at EPFL.

3 Service Cartography: Research Project in Collaboration
with the EPFL Information Systems Department

The VPSI provides approximately 100 IT services to around 14,000 EPFL mem-
bers, of which in 2015 [24] around: 3,000 are researchers and lecturers, 300 are
professors, 10,000 are students, 5,000 are employees, including administrative
staff, IT experts and others. Some of these members have dual roles (for ex-
ample professors, researchers and lecturers are also employees). Besides EPFL
members, the VPSI also serves many more visitors and the general public. The
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marketing term “segment” is adopted to designate these separate groups of cus-
tomers with different needs.

The VPSI’s transformation into a service-oriented organization introduced
a challenge to the internal organization. In parallel, to optimize the creation,
management and operation of services, the VPSI developed a service strategy.
The service strategy defines ways of collaborating in the service-oriented orga-
nization. This strategy also explains why services are needed and defines roles
the VPSI members have in implementing these services.

The following subsections present the research collaboration with the VPSI
through the ADR lens. Figure 2 depicts three major Building, Intervention and
Evaluation (BIE) iterations, each lasting more than a year, and each having
finely-grained, shorter iterations. As described in [18], “during BIE, the problem
and the artifact are continually evaluated”. Consequently, in each major itera-
tion, the ADR team members gained better understanding of the problem and
they tried to reformulate it. The artifact was updated in parallel to reflect the
changing problem addressed.

First iteration Second iteration Current iteration
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Fig. 2. Three major Building, Intervention and Evaluation (BIE) iterations for an
IT-Dominant ADR project at EPFL’s IT department, called the VPSI.

Due to the informal collaboration with the VPSI, in every major iteration,
different practitioners belong to the ADR team. As a consequence, specific roles
and responsibilities of the ADR team members are not defined. BIE iterations
are conducted in a semi-structured manner where researchers rely on their ob-
servations and discussions with practitioners.
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3.1 First iteration

Problem Formulation In the beginning of the collaboration with the VPSI,
researchers identified that the VPSI management needed to build and communi-
cate a common view of the service-oriented enterprise architecture in the context
of the ongoing strategy formulation [3].

Building, Intervention and Evaluation During the first iteration, re-
searchers focused on modeling the architecture of several VPSI business pro-
cesses. This iteration was used to understand and visualize the internal organi-
zation of resources and people in different roles. The idea was to build a map
of IT resources, services, EPFL employees, users, external partners, protocols.
As defined in [25], maps are “graphic representations that facilitate a spatial
understanding of things, concepts, conditions, processes, or events in the hu-
man world”. Cartography is the practice of making maps, therefore, the artifact
was named an IT cartography. The design of the IT cartography was based on
SEAM [26] conceptualization. SEAM is a service-oriented framework developed
at LAMS [27].

To create the IT cartography artifact, the ADR team members chose a com-
mercial tool called SOLU-QIQ [28] in which the researchers implemented the
SEAM meta-model [5]. Figure 3 shows the cartography output during this iter-
ation.

Fig. 3. IT cartography output, taken from [3], showing people and applications in-
volved in one service implementation, with the process that consumes that service.

In this iteration, all decisions were made during frequent meetings and semi-
structured interviews among researchers and two VPSI members (belonging to
the ADR team), the EPFL’s IS coordinator and a business analyst. The re-
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searchers also occasionally attended meetings with other VPSI members, to bet-
ter relate to the problems VPSI was solving.

Reflection and Learning As EPFL employees, the researchers used VPSI ser-
vices on a daily basis, enabling themselves to experience first-hand the value ser-
vices bring to the customer. The researchers also related their experience to the
industry and academic service approaches. Moreover, the frequent discussions
with the IS coordinator and the business analyst crystallized the understanding
of services. In these discussions, all ADR team members made SEAM sketches to
conceptualize their learning of services. The progress made was partly attributed
to the SEAM sketches made.

At the end of the first iteration, the IT cartography showed only one service
implementation per view, with a different notation from the usual SEAM nota-
tion. The different notation caused confusion among ADR team members, as the
cartography did not represent the SEAM conceptualization from the discussions.

As a result of the reflection,

– the ADR team decided to apply the standard SEAM notation, and
– the IT cartography was spontaneously referred to as service cartography.

Finally, the service cartography built contained only a few example services,
hence the ADR team believed it was not ready to be shared with all VPSI
members.

3.2 Second iteration

Problem Formulation The ADR team gained a better understanding of the
problem and they had ideas on how to improve the service cartography. The
researchers found that there was no need to reformulate the problem after the
first iteration.

Building, Intervention and Evaluation At the start of this iteration, the
second author of this paper, joined the VPSI, as the head of IS architecture.
From the moment he joined, on top of his VPSI work, he became a member
of the ADR team. In the first few months, the collaboration mainly involved
knowledge transfer concerning SEAM, SOLU-QIQ and EPFL services in gen-
eral. Afterwards, he became the main service cartography user, designer and
developer. All ADR team members collaborated on designing the cartography
overview page (see Fig. 4(a)) and the navigation between the detailed views.
The second author was also the main advocate for having the standard SEAM
notation in the service cartography. He succeeded in implementing a notation
similar to the standard SEAM notation (see Fig. 4(b)). The first and second
author conducted several interviews with other EPFL members, and they popu-
lated the service cartography with the information gathered. Subsequently, the
head of IS architecture independently updated the service cartography, and af-
ter having the information for many services, he made the tool available to all
VPSI members. In the following months, the ADR team observed that the VPSI
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members did not use the service cartography, despite having the tool at their
disposal.

Les relations par

Administration EPFL

Criticités

Protocoles

Formats

Data

IT pour l'Industrie

IT pour le public général

IT pour les chercheurs

IT pour les professionnels
de l'IT

IT pour l'enseignement

IT pour les utilisateurs
EPFL

Niveaux de sécurité

Catalogue de Services

IT pour les services
administratifs centraux

Catalogue des systèmes

Documentation

Evolutions

Analyse d'Impact

(a) Starting overview

Organisa�on	GrantsDB

Research grants
(GrantsDB)

GrantsDB

i
Processing	of	grant

records

GrantsDB	SysAdmin

i
GrantsDB	SysAdmin

applica�on	management

GrantsDB	équipe	de	projet

i Evolu�on	management

i Development

Organisa�on	Base	de	données	&
Stockage/Serveurs

i Hébergement	MySQL

(b) One level service implementation view

Fig. 4. The service cartography developed in the second iteration

The evaluation in this iteration was marked by a contextual inquiry [29] the
first author conducted with a service manager. In this one-month contextual
inquiry, the first author developed a master/apprentice relationship where the
service manager was the master. The idea behind a contextual inquiry is to
discover actions as they occur, to allow the service manager to talk about his
work as it happens, and not to ask structured questions as in a traditional
interview scenario [29]. The goal of this evaluation approach in the ADR project
was to learn more about the daily work of a service manager and understand
why the service managers did not consult the service cartography.

During the contextual inquiry, some observed activities of the service man-
ager were (1) maintaining relationships with end-users and people involved in the
service implementation, and (2) producing and updating the service documenta-
tion such as service description, service architecture, service change requests, and
service knowledge base. The output views from the service cartography could be
included in various service documentations, but navigating to the specific view
of the service of interest was almost impossible.

Reflection and Learning With the introduction of service orientation, the
VPSI members are expected to separate the “service offering” and the “service
implementation”. The service offering is the end-customer’s value-added level,
whereas the service implementation is not visible to the end-customer and it
represents the internal services and resources used to develop the offering. This
separation is perceived as the major benefit of service-orientation and it focuses
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solely on the end-customer value. But what about the values of VPSI employees
and other internal customers?

From the contextual inquiry, we learned that in the service documentation,
service managers communicate their internal service-exchange. In this documen-
tation, service managers describe the organization of the collaboration they have
with other internal and external people, and the resources they use. The service
cartography stores service-to-service, service-to-segment and service-to-person
relationships within a defined collaboration context. The ADR team also be-
came aware that the web pages with this information were difficult to find, were
displayed in predefined views (see Fig. 4(b)) and could not be changed. By ob-
serving these pitfalls, the ADR team members realized they did not understand
the needs of the users and the constraints imposed by the SOLU-QIQ tool. In
addition, the maps generated with SOLU-QIQ were static, so the team decided

1. To stop using SOLU-QIQ and design a new employee-centric tool. The new
tool should allow the VPSI employees to dynamically build their own service
map, in order to fit exactly the needs of the employee at a given point in
time for a specific purpose.

2. To initiate a frequent collaboration with one specific role, the architect del-
egate, in order to capture role-specific use cases.

3.3 Current iteration

Problem Formulation How can an employee of a service-oriented organiza-
tion visualize and communicate her work? Based on ADR team’s observations,
an employee’s work includes exchanging internal services and the value these
services provide to her external stakeholders (customers, suppliers).

Building, Intervention and Evaluation In the current iteration, the ADR
team develops a new service cartography that enables VPSI members to commu-
nicate the internal service-exchange. The new service cartography is user centric.
Instead of navigating between predefined views, the VPSI members search for the
services or systems and interactively build service maps they need, starting from
an empty canvas. Also, the VPSI members are independent from one another
while dynamically building their map. The service maps they create can then
be saved, exported and shared with other EPFL members. In addition, there is
no restriction on the details shown: the map can show multiple service levels,
starting from the lowest service level (e.g., network), all the way to the business
services, and end-user level. For example, Fig. 5 shows two service levels, and
it can be expanded. Furthermore, the service cartography has links to EPFL’s
service catalog and EPFL people’s directory. Additional features include a few
predefined overviews:

– Aggregate overview relationships among all services with their context (not
shown in this paper).

– The cropped overview in Fig. 6(a) shows collaboration for a specific service,
where people are grouped around a service on which they worked at least once.
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Fig. 5. The service cartography visualization tool in which users build their own map.
The figure shows two service levels distinguished by the different colors of relationships.
The service level of Fig. 4(b) is depicted below the dashed line.

– Fig. 6(b) shows the opposite: the employee is visualized in the center of all
services on which he worked at least once.

(a) Service-centric overview (b) Person-centric overview

Fig. 6. Overviews in the service cartography
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In this iteration, the development of the service cartography with all new fea-
tures is done by a master’s student, who is the third author. In addition, ADR
researchers initiate a closer collaboration with the VPSI members who have an
architect delegate role. An architect delegate is a specialist in one architectural
domain, such as network, security and databases. The architect delegates and
the head of IS architecture, form the architecture body that ensures “the co-
herence and efficiency of EPFLs information system” [30]. The researchers join
the monthly architecture meetings to get regular feedback, ideas and requests
for new features. They should develop a more intensive individual collaboration
with each architect delegate, in order to better elicit all service cartography use
cases in their context.

Reflection and Learning In the previous two iterations, the researchers were
focused on the design rather than on the action in the organization. By including
the architect delegates in the early stages of the service cartography redesign,
researchers hope to avoid some of the mistakes presented in [31], such as building
a system that employees are reluctant to use.

After all project iterations, the researchers stabilized the formulation of the
problem they are solving. They are currently reflecting on other approaches,
both in academia and industry, that emphasize the internal service and value
exchange. The importance of the internal service exchange is already indicated by
Vargo and Lusch in [10]. Their second foundational premise states that without
direct interaction with the end customer, employees lose sense of the internal
service exchange among themselves, which leads to ignoring “quality and both
internal and external customers” [10].

4 Limitations and Challenges

The emergent knowledge from an experience is “a knowledge which is contingent
on the particular situation” [20] of a given moment (in this ADR project). All
decisions taken “are subject to reexamination and reformulation upon entering
every new research situation” [20]. The researchers cannot provide measurements
for the improvements our service cartography brought to the VPSI and this paper
only presents observations.

Most of the challenges faced in an ADR project are related to the dual role
that the researchers and practitioners have. It is important for the practitioners
to manage politics well, in order to “have a future in the organization when the
research is completed” [32].

Involving VPSI members in this project requires managing relationships and
negotiation with the employees and their supervisors. Sometimes the researchers
encountered delays in securing the involvement of the VPSI members, thus mak-
ing the time horizon of the ADR project unpredictable.
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5 Related Work

The service cartography artifact is inspired by the field of enterprise architecture
(EA). The objective of EA is to capture “the essentials of the business, IT and
its evolution” in a holistic view [33]. Some EA authors use the metaphor of
city planing and urbanization [34], and others use the metaphor of building
a house [35]. The strong association with IT resources is a limitation of most
EA approaches, such as the Zachmann framework [35], the IT4IT Reference
Architecture [36] and TOGAF [37]. These approaches do not conceptualize the
employees, employees’ roles, and the contexts in which employees work; and they
do not have a coherent representation of all organizational levels. For this reason
the service cartography visualization is based on SEAM models, where people
and their services can be modeled at any level of the hierarchy and seen in a
concrete context.

The ADR team’s goal is to visualize the relationships among services that
exist in an organization. There are a few commercial tools [38], [39] that auto-
matically map service dependencies. These tools discover the technical details
of services and application deployments, such as the communication endpoint,
the address of the server or virtual machine where a service runs. They oper-
ate on the level of configuration items and address IT administrator’s needs in
finding a root-cause of a technical problem. Consequently, people’s explicit re-
sponsibilities and collaborations for a specific service are not visualized, whereas
we visualize all relationships that show collaboration among people, applications
and technologies, all the way to the end user. These tools, however, can provide
aggregate data for technical services, that can then be integrated in the service
cartography visualizations.

Mega’s HOPEX [40] and Link Consulting’s EAMS [41] are commercial tools
close to our service cartography. These tools are an Enterprise Architecture
Management System (EAMS). Both of them are compatible with TOGAF and
the second one has the feature to show the evolution of the models over time. The
main difference with our tool is the focus on services and relationships among
employees. Nevertheless, we get inspired by their features.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented our experience of conducting a four-year ADR
project of building a service cartography artifact, the directions taken and dif-
ficulties encountered. The researchers’ activities and what they learned in the
ADR project are presented in three major iterations. In the first iteration, the
researchers tackled the architectural challenges, and the cartography tool was
designed to communicate only the architectural perspective. In the second iter-
ation, the ADR team populated the cartography tool with information gathered
from interviews and made the output available to all VPSI members. Due to the
static nature of the cartography tool, the VPSI members did not use it.
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Thanks to the intensive collaboration and reflection on service orientation,
all the ADR team members are able to see their work as an internal service-
exchange. As the ADR team members did not need to rely on any tool, they
concluded that it is tool agnostic to maintain a sense of service exchange in their
work. But not all VPSI members can, or would like to, be included in an ADR
project. Nevertheless, due to the lack, in both industry and academia, of concrete
guidelines for managing internal collaboration in a service-oriented organization,
the ADR team observed that the VPSI members still need a flexible and dynamic
tool to visualize their services and to communicate about their collaborations.
The researchers maintain their belief that by using the service cartography, VPSI
members could (1) build a shared understanding of existing internal/external
services, and (2) organize discussions in meetings, hence (3) adopt a service-
oriented way of thinking.
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